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First Step . . . NOT to Buy a Telescope
Every new stargazer thinks the ﬁrst thing they need
to get started in amateur astronomy is a telescope,
only to discover that they don't know how to ﬁnd
very much with it in the sky.

The problem, of course, is that most beginners don't
know the bright stars and major constella ons of
each season. An even more likely scenario is that
you’ll buy the wrong telescope altogether (perhaps
a low quality one from a department store) and become frustrated by its poor performance. Unfortunately, many never ﬁnd the help they need and give
up astronomy and s ck their telescope in the closet.
With proper advice and guidance, anyone can turn
into a star-hopping skymaster!

Richard Bell

Sure, at ﬁrst you may have a blast exploring volcanic
plains, mountain ranges, valleys, rilles, and craters
on the Moon. The planets are next. Jupiter is perhaps the easiest planet to ﬁnd. Its mesmerizing belts
and zones, along with the Great Red Spot, are sure
to please. Watch the four Galilean moons slowly revolve around the giant planet in a Newtonian way.
Saturn never disappoints and has le a las ng impression on anyone that has ever laid eyes on it
through the eyepiece. One can spend countless
hours gawking at the rings of Saturn and not believe
what you’re seeing is real.

Roger Williams

What’s next? A bright star or two, maybe a binary if
you’re lucky, or perhaps you’ll stumble across a
deep sky object. The Orion Nebula is pre y easy to
ﬁnd within the Hunter’s sword. Eventually though,
you’ll ask yourself: “What else is there to look at in
the sky with my telescope?”

First Step: Educate Yourself
Before taking the plunge and purchasing your ﬁrst
telescope, the ﬁrst step for every amateur astronomer is to educate themselves. Taking the Kalamazoo
Astronomical Society’s comprehensive Introduc on
to Amateur Astronomy lecture series is your ﬁrst
crucial step to toward learning about our wonderful
hobby, but once it’s over the rest is up to you.
The Internet contains a wealth of helpful ps and
guidance, but exploring cyberspace can almost be as
daun ng as exploring outer space. In short, start
with Astronomy and Sky & Telescope magazine’s
websites in the United States. SkyNews is the Canadian magazine of astronomy and stargazing, while in
the United Kingdom its Sky at Night. They all contain an abundance of helpful informa on for the
novice stargazer.
However, the absolute best and most comprehensive informa on for the blooming amateur astronomer is s ll in good old-fashioned books. There’s a
plethora of amateur astronomy guides out there as
well, but here are the ones we recommend above all
others...

The Backyard Astronomer’s Guide
by Terence Dickinson & Alan Dyer
Fireﬂy Books Ltd., 2021
Price: $49.95

NightWatch
by Terence Dickinson
Fireﬂy Books Ltd., 2006
Price: $35.00

Apparent Daily Motion

The Prac cal Astronomer
by Will Gater & Anton Vamplew
DK Publishing, 2017
Price: $24.99

The Sun, Moon, planets, and stars appear to “rise”
in the east and “set” in the west each day. This illusion is caused by the rota on of Earth on its axis,
which completes one full turn once every day.

a group or constella on of stars that seem to form a
pa ern or shape in the sky. People who lived at
diﬀerent mes, diﬀerent places, o en chose the
same groups of stars as constella ons, but imagined
them to look like the par cular animals, heroes, or
gods that were important in their own culture.

The Stars

History of the Constellations

Approximately 3,000 stars are typically visible on a
clear, dark, and moonless night far from city lights.

The constella ons we know were believed to have
originated in Mesopotamia over 5,000 years ago,
but it is not known with 100% certainty exactly
when and where the ﬁrst system of constella ons
was devised. Other constella ons were added by
Babylonians, Egyp ans, and Greek astronomers during the classical age.

Every civiliza on, all over Earth, has names and stories about the stars. Usually, these stories are about

In recent centuries, star ng around 1600 when European voyages of discovery took navigators into
southern la tudes, 40 modern constella ons were
added to ﬁll the gap. In 1928 the Interna onal Astronomical Union (IAU) established 88 oﬃcial constella ons with clearly deﬁned boundaries.
For the most part, stars in a constella on are not
associated in any physical way. They just happen to

lie in the same general direc on of the sky as seen
from Earth.

Modern astronomers can measure the brightness of
stars to high precision...

Asterisms
The sky contains plenty of asterisms; unoﬃcial
groups of stars made up of parts of a single constella on or several constella ons.

Sun: -28
Full Moon: -13
Venus at great brilliance: -4.5

The most famous asterism is the Big Dipper. It’s so
famous in fact; most people believe it’s a constellaon. The Big Dipper is part of a much larger grouping of stars called Ursa Major, the Great Bear.

Sirius: -1.46
Polaris: 2.02
Naked Eye Limit: ~6.0
Hubble Space Telescope Limit: 35.0
These numbers only describe how bright stars and
other objects look to earth-bound human eyes. A
star may only be faint because it is very far away.

Star Names
Many bright stars have “proper names” (i.e., Sirius).
Many stars have a Greek le er (somewhat in order
by brightness) followed by the geni ve (possessive)
form of the constella on they lie in (i.e., Alpha (α)
Canis Majoris is another name for Sirius). This simple but eﬀec ve system conveys the constella on in
which the star is located and the brightness of the
star rela ve to the other stars in that constella on.
It was created by Johann Bayer, who published the
ﬁrst star atlas in 1603.

Magnitude Scale
Astronomers measure the brightness of stars using
the apparent magnitude scale (mv). This system ﬁrst
appeared in the wri ngs of Claudius Ptolemy in
about 140 CE. The system may have originated earlier than Ptolemy, and most astronomers a ribute it
to the Greek astronomer Hipparchus. Unfortunately,
most of Hipparchus’ work has been lost and we
know very li le about his life. Stars were put into
classes ranging from 1 to 6 (1 being the brightest
and 6 the faintest).

A more accurate term for magnitude is intensity; a
measure of the light energy from a star that hits one
square meter in one second. Modern astronomers
have deﬁned the apparent magnitude scale so that
two stars that diﬀer by 5 magnitudes have an intensity ra o of exactly 100.
Then two stars that diﬀer by 1 magnitude must have
an intensity ra o of the ﬁ h root of 100...
5

100 = 2.512

To ﬁnd the intensity ra o:
IA

IB

= 2.512 mB − m A

For Example: The magnitude diﬀerence between the
Hubble Space Telescope and the human eye is 29
(35.0 - 6.0). That means Hubble can “see” objects
about 400 billion mes fainter than our eyes!

Monthly All-Sky Star Maps
Monthly all-sky star maps are used to located stars,
constella ons, and even planets in the sky for a set
date and me plus an approximate la tude. Every
astronomically themed magazine listed earlier will
have an all-sky star map in the center of each issue.
But perhaps you don’t want to take your pris ne

magazine out into the dewy condi ons at night.
There are all-sky star maps you can have delivered
to your mailbox or print right from home.
Abrams Planetarium, located on the campus of
Michigan State University in East Lansing, has been
publishing their Sky Calendar for decades. As its tle
suggests, one side shows a calendar with illustraons in boxes that track the Moon's rapid mo on
past the planets and bright stars of the zodiac, as
well as to follow the more leisurely pace of the planets in their gatherings with bright stars and other
planets. The reverse side consists of a simpliﬁed allsky star map of the month's evening sky. A one-year
subscrip on costs $12.00 and helps the planetarium
con nue to bring astronomy educa on to people
throughout central Michigan and beyond.

Visit Skymaps.com every month and download their
The Evening Sky Map, a 2-page monthly guide to the
night sky created by Kym Thalassoudis. Each issue
contains a detailed star map, a monthly sky calendar, and a descrip ve list of the best deep sky objects to see with the unaided eye, binoculars, or a
telescope. There are three versions of The Evening
Sky Map available each month to ﬁt the needs of
any stargazer around the world ― one each for the
northern and southern hemispheres, plus equatorial
regions. Download your version at:
http://skymaps.com/
We may be biased, but our favorite monthly all-sky
star map is our own! The KAS Night Sky star map
was created by Richard Bell and it ﬁlls the gap between the simpliﬁed star maps oﬀered by the Sky

Calendar and by the somewhat crowded version
from SkyMaps. Our Night Sky maps also make more
of an eﬀort to highlight the prominent asterisms visible during a given month. Each star map oﬀers a
brief summary of the month’s best sky events. KAS
members receive a copy in each issue of our monthly newsle er, Prime Focus, but it can be downloaded separately from our website, KAS Online:
https://www.kasonline.org/

The Planisphere
Monthly all-sky star maps are set for a speciﬁc me
of the night ― generally right when it gets dark
since that’s when most people are awake. So, if you
regularly ﬁnd yourself awake before dawn wan ng
to do a li le stargazing then none of the star maps
discussed will be of much use. That’s where the
planisphere comes in handy!
Think of a planisphere as the slide rule of star maps,
an all-sky star map that can “calculate” the posi ons
of the stars and constella ons for any date and me
of the year. No ba eries required! Amateur astronomers of all levels should always have a planisphere
in their observing bag!

Many museum or planetarium gi shops and any
telescope dealer will have planispheres available for
purchase. Some are constructed of heavy-duty paper, but these will have a ﬁnite life if you live in a
humid place like Michigan. Plas c planispheres will
survive many a dewy night and last a life me.

Our favorite version is the Miller Planisphere, designed by Robert D. Miller. They are made with
heavy duty plas c and include a durable plas c case,
so they will easily survive the dewiest of nights.
There are 5½” and 10½” diameter versions available
set for la tudes of 22°, 30°, 40°, and 50° (sorry,
Northern Hemisphere only).
The KAS has Miller Planispheres available for purchase on its online store, the SkyShop, for $13.00
(plus shipping). All planispheres sold by the KAS are
10½” in diameter and set at 40° la tude. Proceeds
help fund KAS club and outreach ac vi es. Order
yours at:
https://skyshop.kasonline.org/

How to Read a Star Map
For detailed instruc ons on how to use a monthly all
-sky star map or planisphere to locate and iden fy
stars, asterisms, and constella ons, please see the
ar cle The Night Sky on Paper: Reading a Starmap
wri en by Richard Bell:
http://www.richardbell.net/starmap.html

Red Lights at Night...
Star maps and planispheres won’t help you ﬁnd
stars and constella ons if you can’t see them in the
dark! Using a standard ﬂashlight will never allow
your eyes to become dark adapted (and you might
get yelled at if you’re at an observing session or star
party). There are two stages to becoming fully dark
adapted. The ﬁrst is simply due to the diameter of
our eye’s iris. In bright light our iris closes more to
let less light into our eyes, while in dark light it
opens up to let in light. This shi can happen in a
frac on of a second.
The second stage involves the eye’s re na, which is
composed of rods and cones. Cones come in three
types, each of which are sensi ve to diﬀerent wavelengths. This allows us to see diﬀerent colors. Rods
are much more sensi ve to light, but don’t do well
with colors. As condi ons grow darker, rods become
even more sensi ve thanks to a light-sensi ve protein called rhodopsin. For younger people it takes
about 20-30 minutes to become fully dark adapted,
while older people can take as long at 40-50
minutes. If you’re eyes are suddenly exposed to a
bright light, the rhodopsin is bleached out and you
must start the process all over again.

Rods are less sensi ve to red light, so that’s why red
-lighted ﬂashlights are so common among amateur
astronomers. Making your own red light is simple
enough. Just cover a standard ﬂashlight with layers
of red cellophane or plas c, even red tape from a
tailgate repair kit will do. Eventually, you’ll probably
want to buy a dedicated red ﬂashlight. Versions that
can vary in brightness can be handy. Some LED versions can even switch between red and white light,
which can be useful at the end of night when you
need a bright light to pack up or search for a ny set

screw in the grass! There are even free apps you can
download for your smartphone that turn the screen
red.

Light Pollution
Light pollution is elimination of the nighttime environment by artificial light sources. There are many
types of light pollution such as glare, light trespass,
and any disturbance of the natural nighttime landscape (sky glow). Glare occurs when stray light is
greater than the light to which the eyes are
adapted. One example is a brightly lit gas station.
Light trespass occurs when light is cast where it is
not wanted; like into a bedroom window or a neighbor's floodlight shining over the fence and illuminating your property. Much of this light never touches
the ground. Instead, it shines straight up into the sky
where it’s not wanted or needed.

One familiar sight around many ci es are an quelooking light ﬁxtures. But 19th-century streetlights
were never equipped with the high-intensity bulbs
available today. As a result, most of these “period”
ﬁxtures create extremely harsh light; in fact, they
create a shadow directly below the ﬁxture where
much of the light should have been directed in the
ﬁrst place! Clearly city planners must never see
these at night before they purchase them.
Experts in the “ligh ng game” subdivide where light
goes into the sky in three general categories. Any
ligh ng that goes above horizontal is referred to as
uplight. Anything that goes down to the ground
where it’s needed is deemed useful. Anything in between is referred to as glare. The ordinary “cobra
head” style streetlight - very prominent in many
ci es in the United States - are the most common
source of light pollu on. However, many ci es are

now switching to full cut-oﬀ ﬁxtures that focus their
light to the ground. Many businesses try to light
their parking lots inexpensively by installing security
lights on the side of their buildings. This causes light
to spill horizontally onto adjacent proper es. Businesses can even have ﬂoodlights installed on exis ng streetlight or telephone poles and these also
lead to severe glare.

There are five major consequences of light pollution.
The first is the loss of a starry sky, caused by sky
glow. Many people may believe the most harmful
lighting is that which goes straight up into the sky,
but this not the case since it has the shortest path
through the atmosphere and heads into space. The
biggest cause of sky glow is lighting just above horizontal, since it has the longest path through the atmosphere and is continuously scattered off dust and
gas molecules.
The tremendous effects of light pollution on the
night sky were demonstrated during The Great
Northeast Blackout on August 15, 2013. Toronto resident Todd Carlson took a picture of the Milky Way
above his house during the black out, and another
when it ended. The Milky Way was totally washed
out by sky glow from downtown Toronto during normal ligh ng condi ons...

The second consequence of light pollution is visual
impairment. Typical backyard security lights remain
on throughout the night. Installing a motion sensor
will save you money (about $50 per year for a 100W
bulb) and it’ll alert you if there’s unauthorized motion on your property. The glare these lights create
prevent you from seeing anything beyond the light,
including a possible intruder.
There are many environmental consequences of
light pollution. Poor artificial lighting can severely
effect wildlife. Many animals mate, migrate, and eat
at night. Several species of birds migrate along the
Atlantic Flyway, which generally follows the Atlantic
Coast and the Appalachian Mountains. They migrate
no higher than approximately 300-feet. Birds use
visual cues, such as the Moon or stars, to keep them
along their flight path. When these migratory birds

intercept a city, they fly around and around buildings until they drop from the sky from exhaustion or
death. Tens of millions of birds meet this fate every
year.
In southern Florida, sea turtle hatchlings have an
innate instinct that leads them in the brightest direction, which is normally the shimmering of the
ocean surface. Light pollution near the shore can
cause hatchlings to become disoriented and wander
inland, where they often die of dehydration, are vulnerable to predators, or run over by cars. Many sea
turtles like the loggerhead are already on the endangered species list.
The human consequences of light pollution are becoming a much greater area of research. Humans
are regulated by circadian rhythms, the physical,
mental and behavioral changes that occur in a 24hour cycle. The circadian clock regulates brain wave
patterns, hormone production, and cell regulation.
The rhythms respond to ambient light and darkness.
Disruption can result in a variety of health problems,
including sleep disorders, anxiety, depression, diabetes, cancer (particularly breast and prostate cancer), cardiovascular disease, immunological disorders, and obesity.
Melatonin, the naturally occurring hormone that
regulates the sleep and wake cycle, is acutely affected by light pollution. The hormone is activated by
darkness and repressed by light. Melatonin deficiency can result in anxiety and mood disorders, insomnia, and elevated estrogen/progesterone ratio. In
2009, the American Medical Association (AMA)
unanimously supported the reduction of light pollution, and advocated the development of appropriate

energy-efficient outdoor lighting to reduce glare and
energy waste.
The last consequence of light pollution is energy
waste. Large cities waste at least 15 million kWh per
year, which means $25 million spent on wasted energy every year. The IDA estimates that at least 30%
of all outdoor lighting in the U.S. alone is wasted,
mostly by lights that aren’t shielded. That adds up to
$3.3 billion and the release of 21 million tons of carbon dioxide per year!
Utility companies made deals with cities across the
U.S. in the 1950s and 60s. They prefer to generate
energy continuously throughout the day and night,
but human consumption is naturally reduced at
night. To increase energy use at night, these companies installed tens of millions of street lights. Another major change in the way we light the night is currently underway. Conversion to LED lighting is going
to change every cityscape over the course of this
decade.
Unlike older style high pressure sodium lights, LEDs
can be easily turned on and off and reduced their
output if necessary. About 90% of energy is incandescent lighting and is wasted as heat, which is why
they have largely been banned. Halogen bulbs aren’t
much better. Newer more efficient lighting has been
introduced, such as compact fluorescents, but they
all pale in comparison to LEDs. LEDs also have a
lifespan of about 25 years.
High-pressure sodium (HPS) bulbs peak in the yellow
and orange region, giving them their familiar hue.
However, LEDs have a strong peak in the blue por-

tion of the spectrum. This is the region our eyes
have evolved to see the best during the day. Having
this light at night severely hampers our ability to become dark adapted since it bleaches out rhodopsin,
the light-sensitive protein our eyes produce.
The early adoption of LEDs used the harsh blue light,
which became very unpopular with the public. However, city planners like them since they’re fairly inexpensive, energy efficient, and long lasting. LEDs are
classified by their correlated color temperature (in
units of Kelvin), the lower the number the warmer
color the light.
Blue light is also scattered more in our eye. This can
create tremendous glare and a reduction in contrast
to people with cataracts. Warmer (lower temperature) lighting is better at rendering color at night.
This is why the International Dark-Sky Association
(IDA) and the AMA encourages the use of 3000K or
lower lighting for outdoor installations such as roadways. Any city planning to install LEDs should use
active controls. Today, streetlights can be networked together and assigned an IP address, so
their output can be reduced by the city via the Internet during afterhours.
Light pollution is no longer considered a special interest topic. New York City recently installed
250,000 streetlights with 4000K LEDs. The citizens
spoke up and the city has halted further installation
until the situation can be evaluated. Phoenix, Arizona was in the process of installing 4000K when a
similar situation occurred. The small city of Davis,
California also installed 4000K lighting, but the
town’s people forced them to switch to warmer
temperature lights at the cost of hundreds of thousands of dollars.
Please watch a short movie produced by the IDA entitled Losing the Dark and consider joining the IDA
to support its efforts to reduce light pollution.
Remember this lighting fundamental:

Light when you need it, where you need
it, and in just the amount necessary and
no more. All else is waste.

Seasonal Stargazing
(See a ached Star Charts)

The Spring Sky
The dominate constella on of spring- me is Leo,
the Lion. To ﬁnd the lion, we use the Big Dipper. Use
the Dipper’s Pointer Stars, but instead of going to
Polaris follow them in the opposite direc on. Tracing from the pointers below the Dipper, we pass between stars that resemble a backward ques on
mark and a right-angle triangle. The backward queson mark, known as the Sickle, represents the head
and mane of this regal beast. The bright star at the
bo om of the Sickle is Regulus, the heart of
Leo. Leo's hindquarter is the right triangle, with the
bright star Denebola represen ng the lion's
tail. With a li le imagina on, you can use those
stars to see a lion leaping into the spring sky.

The origin of the celes al lion can be traced back to
the Babylonians where it was later inherited by the
ancient Greeks and became an important part of
their mythology. The Greeks believed the lion originated from the Moon and later fell to Earth to torment the people of Nemae. The Nemaean Lion was
much larger than his terrestrial cousins and his coat
was impervious to ﬁre and metal weapons. The terriﬁed people of Nemae were desperate for
help. Hercules, the son of Zeus and the strongest
man in the world, was sent to kill the lion in the ﬁrst
of his Twelve Labors. A er failing to kill the lion with
spears and arrows, Hercules wrestled the lion to
death and then skinned the lion with his own claw.
The Summer Sky
Three bright stars form the Summer Triangle, the
seasons' dominant asterism. The brightest star, at
the upper right as you face south, is Vega, which is
part of the constella on Lyra, the Lyre. Vega is a

white-hot star located 26 light-years away. From
Vega, direct your eyes slowly to the east. The ﬁrst
bright star you'll ﬁnd is Deneb, the second corner of
the Triangle and the tail of Cygnus, the Swan. The
brightest stars of Cygnus are known as the Northern
Cross. Looking down to the south you'll ﬁnd Altair,
the last star of the Triangle. Altair is part of the head
of Aquila, the Eagle. It takes a li le more prac ce
and imagina on to see the eagle.

Scorpius, the Scorpion is one of the most recognizable constella ons and is due south at midnight during early summer. Its most notable star is the redorange supergiant Antares, which means "rival of
Ares," the ancient Greek god of war (Mars in Roman
mythology). To the west of Antares, a nearly ver cal
line of three stars forms the head of the scorpion.
The scorpion's tail forms a hook that skims just
above the treetops at mid-la tudes. The p of the
hook forms the scorpion's deadly s nger.
Due east of Scorpius is a group of stars that form a
Teapot. This is actually an asterism of the brightest
stars of Sagi arius, the Archer. From a dark site, you
should have no problem seeing a roundish cloud of
pearl-gray light. It’s the central bulge of our galaxy,
the Milky Way. There is a wealth of deep sky objects
here that we’ll highlight in Part 3.

The Autumn Sky
In early October the constella on of Pegasus, the
Winged Horse, is due south at 11:30 pm. To ﬁnd
Pegasus ﬁrst look for the Great Square. That's right!
In the summer we have a triangle and in the autumn
we have a square. The stars of the Great Square
aren't as brilliant as those of the Summer Triangle,
but it's s ll an easy pa ern to iden fy. Three stars of
the square form part of Pegasus. The northeast star
of the Great Square, Alpheratz, represents the head
of Andromeda, the daughter of King Cepheus and
Queen Cassiopeia. Andromeda appears as two arcs
of stars that meet at Alpheratz.

The Winter Sky
Of the 25 brightest stars, 12 twinkle in the winter
skies. Six of these stars form the Winter Hexagon,
which dominates the winter sky.
Our tour of the Winter Hexagon begins with the brilliant blue-white star Rigel, forming the le leg of
Orion, the Hunter. Orion is one of the most recognizable star pa erns, second only to the Big Dipper.
To remember the hunter's form, simply memorize
this "nursery" rhyme:

Three stars in a row,
Two above and two below!

The two stars above form Orion's shoulders; the two
below form his legs. The three stars in a row form

Orion's belt, hanging from the belt is a sword.
Following Orion's belt up and to the right leads us to
the next star of the Winter Hexagon. The red-orange
star is Aldebaran, located in Taurus, the Bull.
At the top of the hexagon is Capella, shining with a
hint of golden yellow in the house-shaped constellaon Auriga, the Charioteer. Capella is actually a binary star, two stars that orbit a common center of
gravity. Both stars are giant versions of our sun.
Moving straight down and to the le of Capella are
two stars of nearly equal brightness. These two stars
form the heads of the Gemini twins, Castor and Pollux. Pollux is the brighter of the two, but Castor is a
wonderful triple star system visible through a modest size telescope.
Low in the east is Procyon forming one end of the
two-star constella on, Canis Minor. The sixth corner
of the Hexagon is the brightest star in the night sky,
Sirius. This giant white star in Canis Major, the
Greater Dog, is only 8.6 light-years away. This loyal
dog follows his master Orion across the sky through
the course of a cold winter night.

Angular Astronomy
Astronomers use angular measure to describe the
azimuth, al tude, apparent diameter, and separaon of objects in the night sky. An angle is the opening between two lines that meet at a point and angular measure describes the size of an angle in degrees, designated by the symbol °. One degree can
be divided into 60 arcminutes (abbreviated 60') and
an arcminute can be divided into 60 arcseconds
(abbreviated 60"). Therefore:

1° = 60' = 3600"
For reference, both the Sun and Moon appear to
have an angular diameter of about ½° or 30'.
We could use devices like sextants and quadrants to
perform these angular measurements in the sky, but
most amateur astronomers just use their hands held
out at arm’s length:

To learn more about determining an object’s azimuth and al tude in the sky, please see page 21.

Naked Eye Astronomy
The day and night sky are both full of astounding
sights. Everyone has looked up and no ced the Sun,
Moon, stars, and planets at some me in their life.
There is so much you can see with your eyes alone.
Planetary Conjunctions
A conjunc on takes place when two or more astronomical objects (such as the Moon, planets, and
stars) appear to be close together in the night sky.
Some mes conjunc ons can be enhanced by viewing them with binoculars or telescopes, such as the
historic Great Conjunc on of Jupiter & Saturn on December 21, 2020, but o en they’re best viewed with
the unaided eye.
How to tell the diﬀerence between a planet and a
star in the night sky:
• Planets resolve into disks when viewed through

binoculars or telescopes.
There are ways you can check and reﬁne your hand
measuring technique. First, use the “Polaris Check.”
Your la tude is determined by the height or al tude
of the North Celes al Pole above the northern horizon (or the South Celes al Pole above the southern
horizon for those south of Earth’s equator). Polaris
is within 1° of the North Celes al Pole. For Example:
Kalamazoo, Michigan is at a la tude of 42°, so Polaris is about 42° above the northern horizon. Face
north on the next clear night and stack your ﬁsts unl you reach Polaris. You should get about 40°.
You can also use The Big Dipper Scale to reﬁne your
measuring technique:

• Planets are generally brighter than stars.
• Planets don’t twinkle like stars.
• Planets lie along the eclip c.
• Planets MOVE!

Satellites
If you see an object dri across the sky at a constant
speed with no ﬂashing lights or sound, it’s probably
an ar ﬁcial satellite. Normally they move in a north
or south direc on, but some of these man-made
objects can glide across the sky in any direc on. The
Interna onal Space Sta on is an excellent example
and appears very bright. Some satellites appear very

dim at ﬁrst and then become incredibly bright.
These are called Iridium Flares a er the Iridium
communica on satellites. These satellites have unusually reﬂec ve surfaces and when the angle with
the Sun and viewer is just right they can appear several magnitudes brighter than Venus! To ﬁgure out
when the Interna onal Space Sta on or Iridium
Flares will appear overhead, visit the Heavens Above
website:
https://www.heavens-above.com/
Meteors
Gaze up at the night sky long enough and you’ll
probably see a “shoo ng star”, a meteor, travel
across the sky in less than a second. You are actually
seeing solid par cles from space - larger than atoms
but much smaller than asteroids - burn up in Earth’s
atmosphere. On any clear, moonless night, you are
likely to see a random meteor in the sky every 10
minutes or so. These are called sporadic meteors.
Many mes a year, Earth’s orbit crosses a stream of
par cles le behind by, in most cases, a comet.
These par cles make up meteor showers, a display
of meteors that are clearly related in a common
origin. Try tracing the paths of meteors in a certain
shower back across the sky and they’ll seem to converge at a point called the radiant. Meteor showers
get their names from the constella ons they appear
to radiate from. Below is a table of the best meteor
showers of the year.

If you see a meteor about the same brightness as
Venus (-4) it’s dubbed a ﬁreball. If a ﬁreball explodes in a bright terminal ﬂash at its end then we
call it a bolide. A persistent train is a vapor trail le
by meteors and usually fades in just seconds or last
for several minutes.
The Aurora
At the surface of Earth, we are protected to some
degree from the solar wind by our atmosphere and
Earth’s magne c ﬁeld. However, the magne c ﬁeld
lines come into Earth at the north and south magne c poles. Here charged par cles accelerated by
the solar wind can follow the ﬁeld down into our
atmosphere. As the par cles strike molecules of air,
they cause them to glow, producing beau ful curtains of light called aurora borealis in the northern
hemisphere and aurora australis in the southern
hemisphere. Green and red colors in seen aurora
are from atomic oxygen, while rare blues and deep
reds are from nitrogen molecules being excited.
The best way to ﬁnd out if there is northern lights
ac vity is to go outside and look north, but be sure
to check out these websites before heading out under the stars.
• Aurora – 30 Minute Forecast
• Space Weather
Watch aurora in real me from Churchill, Manitoba,
Canada courtesy of explore.org.

Eclipses
The deﬁni on of an eclipse, the total or par al obscuring of one celes al body by another, does not
due the phenomenon jus ce. Eclipses are among
the greatest natural spectacles we can view from
the surface of Earth. They are a way to remind us
that we live in a dynamic, clockwork solar system.
There are two basic types of eclipses: solar and lunar. A solar eclipse can only occur at New Moon,
while the Moon must be full for a lunar eclipse.
Moon phases repeat every 29.53 days, known as the
Moon’s synodic period. So why don’t we get to witness at least one solar and lunar eclipse every
month?
The Moon’s orbit is lted by 5° with respect to the
plane of Earth’s orbit, the eclip c (also deﬁned as
the apparent path of the Sun in the sky). This oﬀset
means a New Moon passes above or below the Sun
most of the me, so no solar eclipse can take place.
When the Moon is full it usually passes either above
or below Earth’s shadow. (Earth’s shadow is a cone
that - at the Moon’s distance from Earth - is about
twice as broad as the Moon’s diameter.)

On average, eclipses occur every 18 months somewhere around the world. Solar eclipses can only
take place when the Sun and Moon both meet at or
near a node, one of two points in space where their
paths appear to cross. Since the Moon and Sun
don’t appear as points of light, they don’t have to
line up perfectly for an eclipse to take place. For a
lunar eclipse, the Sun and Moon must be posi oned
near opposite nodes. This period, las ng 34 days, is
referred to as an eclipse season, a me when eclipses are likely to happen. If you have the opportunity
to view a solar or lunar eclipse...take it! You won’t
regret it.

Lunar Eclipses
More people have seen a total lunar eclipse than
any other type. It’s not because they occur more
o en, they’re just observable over a much larger
area. Unlike a total solar eclipse, which is only visible
from the narrow path of totality, a lunar eclipse can
be seen from anywhere on the night side of Earth
(assuming you have clear skies). And, unlike most
stages of a solar eclipse, no special eye protec on is
needed at any stage of the event. Totality of a lunar
eclipse can last up to nearly 2 hours, while totality
for a solar eclipse can’t last more than 7.5 minutes
(and those are fairly rare). This is due to the much
smaller size of the Moon’s shadow compared to that
of Earth’s.
Earth’s shadow has a darker inner cone, the umbra,
from which the Sun cannot be seen at all, and an
outer cone, the penumbra, from which part of the
Sun can be seen. Most of the penumbra is not dark
enough to have a no ceable eﬀect on the Moon’s
brightness, so penumbral eclipses are largely ignored. During a par al lunar eclipse, the umbra of
Earth’s shadow advances onto part of the Moon’s
surface and then moves oﬀ the other side. No other
eﬀect is seen.

During a total lunar eclipse, the umbra hits the
Moon (ﬁrst contact) and gradually plunges into
Earth’s shadow. Observing the Moon through a telescope with low to medium powers can be really exci ng at this stage. Watching Earth’s shadow creep
across the lunar surface, covering up maria and craters, is one of the big thrills of astronomy. The objects we normally observe, such as the Moon on a
regular night or deep sky objects, are sta c and unchanging. During a lunar eclipse, you get to watch
astronomy in mo on!

Crater ming is s ll a very important ac vity to perform if you’re looking for a project during a lunar
eclipse. The umbra changes shape from one eclipse
to the next; therefore, adding a complica on to predic ng the dura on of lunar eclipses. The eﬀect is
clearly related to the Earth’s atmosphere, but this
phenomenon is not completely understood. Generally, you pick a familiar crater like Copernicus or Tycho and record the mes when the shadow touches
the two opposite edges of the crater. Check out the
NASA Eclipse Home Page by Fred Espenak for more
informa on.
Eventually, the Moon is en rely covered (second
contact). Then, for an hour or two, the Moon is immersed in Earth’s shadow. Though no sunlight falls
directly on the totally eclipsed Moon, some sunlight
is bent around Earth’s atmosphere. From this refracted (bent) sunlight, the blue light is removed
when the light is sca ered in Earth’s atmosphere.
This creates blue skies overhead for people on
Earth; only the red light gets through to the Moon.
Thus, the totally eclipsed Moon appears reddish. In
essence, what we’re seeing are the colors of all the
sunrises and sunsets around the globe. The Moon
would vanish completely during totality if it wasn’t
for Earth’s prism-like atmosphere.
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Just how reddish the Moon looks depends on several factors. First is the Moon’s path through the umbra. If the Moon only skims the inner boundary of
the umbra then one por on of the Moon should remain lighter than the other. Then there are various
environmental factors such as the amount of cloud
cover on eclipse day and how much contaminates
are in the air (both manmade and naturally occurring, such as volcanic dust).

The French astronomer André-Louis Danjon developed a ﬁve-point scale for evalua ng the visual appearance and brightness of the Moon during a total
lunar eclipse. Check out the handy NASA Eclipse
Home Page for details on the Danjon Scale. Try to
determine the Danjon ra ng for yourself and then
compare your results with other amateur astronomers.
Total Solar Eclipses
A total solar eclipse is the greatest spectacle astronomy has to oﬀer. They happen because of the most
amazing coincidence in the solar system. The Sun is
approximately 400 mes the Moon’s diameter, but
the Moon is approximately 400 mes closer on average. Therefore, purely by coincidence, the Sun and
the Moon appear to be about the same angular diameter in our sky! Our moon is just big enough to
cover up the disk of the Sun.

This happenstance cannot be found anywhere else
in the solar system. Mercury and Venus have no natural satellites, so solar eclipses are not possible from
either world. The two moons of Mars, Phobos and
Deimos, orbit too closely to the Mar an surface so
their angular diameter is insuﬃcient to completely
obscure the Sun. Moons of the outer planets, such
as Jupiter and Saturn, appear far larger than the Sun
does from those distant worlds. They cover up the
Sun’s disk and then some (plus, there’s no place to
stand on a gas giant)!
Quite simply, total solar eclipses happen when the
Sun, Moon, and Earth are in a perfectly straight line
and in that order. In astronomy, we refer to this as a
syzygy. Lucky observers within the Moon’s umbra
will experience the full grandeur of a total solar
eclipse. Those within the penumbra will only witness a par al solar eclipse.

Just a few seconds before and a er totality, a thin
slice of the Sun’s visible surface may peek out from
behind the Moon’s rugged surface. These lights are
called Baily’s Beads a er the Bri sh astronomer
Francis Baily (1774 - 1844) who described them so
well during an eclipse on May 15, 1836. They occur
because the edge of the Moon is not smooth but
jagged with mountain peaks.

The two types of eclipses may seem similar, but
they’re very diﬀerent experiences. Think about it
this way, a par al solar eclipse is like driving a Fiat;
while a total solar eclipse is like driving a Ferrari.
You’re behind the wheel in both cases, but driving a
Ferrari gives you a much more exhilara ng experience!
At the very start of a total solar eclipse, it may take a
few minutes to spot the Moon beginning to take a
bite out of the Sun. More and more of the Sun will
disappear behind the invisible moon. Shortly before
and a er totality, when the Sun appears as the narrowest of crescents, look for the most elusive feature of a total solar eclipse: shadow bands. The
same atmospheric condi ons that cause a star’s
light to twinkle at night can cause sunlight reduced
to a narrow slit to ripple across the surface. It’s easier to see if you throw an old white sheet onto the
ground.
Not every eclipse produces shadow bands, it depends on local atmospheric seeing condi ons
around the me of totality. Even if they do occur,
most miss them because their gaze is ﬁxed on the
even greater show about to begin overhead.
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On the brink of totality, Baily’s Beads ﬂicker out one
by one un l the most brilliant bead remains. This
glint of light or brightening on the Moon’s edge creates the dazzling “diamond ring” eﬀect - the solar
jewel. This ﬁnal sparkling event signals the arrival of
the Moon’s shadow. Remove your Eclipse Shades
once Baily’s Beads becoming visible. It’ll heighten
the drama of the diamond ring eﬀect and won’t
cause any damage to your eyesight, since they’ll disappear fairly quickly. However once Baily’s Beads
reappear a er the second diamond ring, then quickly put the shades back on.
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When the brilliant disk of the Sun is obscured, there
is a good chance of seeing prominences erup ng
from the Sun’s surface, o en in a loop conﬁgura on.
Usually these red, cloud-like appendages of hydrogen that arch above the surface are ny, but if the
Sun is in an especially ac ve phase, they can be
spectacular, reaching a maximum height of nearly
one-third the diameter of the Sun itself.
Odds are you’ll need binoculars or a telescope to
spot prominences during totality. And yes, totality is
perfectly safe to view with unﬁltered binoculars or a
telescope. Just be conscience of when the Sun will
reappear!

Just as the diamond ring eﬀect ends, a halo of light
around the Sun comes into view - the corona (the
La n word for “crown”). The corona is a tenuous
layer of gas surrounding the Sun at a temperature of
~3,000,000° F. It always surrounds the Sun, but is a
million mes fainter than the Sun’s surface. Therefore, it can only be seen with the unaided eye during
totality. It is the grandest sight of a total solar
eclipse.

can hear it and feel it on your skin. It is the most surreal, alien experience you will ever have.
The ﬁrst ques on you’ll ask yourself when an eclipse
is over is when is the next one. The next total solar
eclipse visible from the con nental United States
occurs on April 8, 2024. The path of that eclipse
comes ashore in North America from Mexico and
then follows a path from Texas to Maine and into
eastern Canada. It is total in Michigan, but only from
the extreme southeast por on of the state. Carbondale, Illinois is again in the path (like they were in
2017) so that’s why they’re referring to themselves
as Eclipse City. The chances of cloudy skies are high
for the 2024 eclipse, so be prepared to travel if necessary. Other total solar eclipses occur in the 48
con guous states in 2044 and 2045. Learn more and
get ready:
https://www.greatamericaneclipse.com/
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Think of it like this: imagine you can only see the
Grand Canyon for a few minutes every 18-months!
That’s the situa on we’re in during totality. The corona is a thing of astounding beauty and, by deﬁnion, quite alien. There’s nothing else like it in Nature.
As totality approaches, see if you can spot the
Moon’s incoming shadow, the umbra itself. It glides
along the surface of Earth at an average speed of
approximately 1,900 miles/hour!
During totality, the sky will take on a dark blue hue.
Planets and bright stars might become visible. Song
birds may mistake totality for nigh all and go silent,
thinking it is me to roost. Owls might begin to
hoot and other nocturnal animals may appear.
Wildlife will grow momentarily confused when the
Sun quickly reasserts itself. This may be diﬃcult to
hear and observe if there are hundreds or perhaps
thousands of screaming and crying people around
you.
Much of the heat we receive comes from the Sun.
The temperature can drop as much as 25° F around
totality. As you can see, total solar eclipses are a fully immersive event. Not only can you see it, but you

Annular Eclipses
What if all the condi ons for a total solar eclipse
were met, but the Moon was too far away from
Earth for its umbra to reach the surface? Those are
the exact condi ons for an annular eclipse. The
Moon’s orbit around Earth is fairly ellip cal, devia ng from a perfect circle by nearly 5.5%. It can be
as close to Earth as 225,309 miles, but 251,908 miles
at its most distant. This means the Moon’s angular
diameter varies from one New or Full Moon to the
next (between 29.3' to 34.1'). Earth’s ellip cal orbit
around the Sun can also come into play, but is a
much smaller factor since its orbit is nearly circular.
Because of these ellip cal orbits, the Moon’s angular diameter is too small to completely cover the Sun

There are two basic methods to safely observe the
Sun: the indirect and direct method.
The absolute safest way to enjoy a solar eclipse is by
not looking at the Sun at all! This is the indirect
method. You can use everyday materials found
around the house to project an image of a solar
eclipse. When the Sun is reduced to a narrow crescent, shadows become sharper. As a result, anything
that casts a shadow while le ng small amounts of
sunlight through will create images of the eclipse.
during an eclipse. Then an annulus - a ring - of the
photosphere remains visible, and we have an annular eclipse, like the one that was visible over Kalamazoo on May 10, 1994. Since the photosphere is always visible, special ﬁlters must be used throughout
an annular eclipse, both for the eye and camera, or
pinhole viewers could be used. The sky will darken
during an annular eclipse and Baily’s Beads will pop
into view just before and a er the annulus forms.
However, the corona never makes an appearance,
so it’s a step above a par al solar eclipse at best.
The next annular eclipse visible from the con nental
United States is on October 1, 2023.

The most popular indirect method is to build a Pinhole Projector Box. Any ordinary rectangular box will
do. Place a bright white sheet on the inside of the
box and cut out a small square or rectangular hole
on the opposite end. Tape some aluminum foil over
the hole you just cut out and then use a pin to poke
a hole in the center of the aluminum foil. When the
eclipse begins, turn your back to the Sun but let its
light ﬁlter through the hole. An image of the Sun will
be projected onto your white sheet of paper. You
can safely view the eclipse, but never look at the Sun
directly!
If you have no desire to s ck your head in a box during the eclipse, then you can use anything with holes
in it. A colander will work just ﬁne and create mul ple crescent suns. Nature even provides a means to
view an eclipse! The numerous small gaps between
the leaves of trees and even holes in the leaves
themselves act as small pinhole projectors.
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Eclipse Safety
Most observing pursuits - like viewing the planets,
stars or meteors on a clear night - pose no threat to
your vision. This is not the case with solar eclipses,
since the Sun is involved.
As you know full well, staring at the Sun for just a
couple of seconds is downright painful and prolonged viewing without taking proper precau ons
can cause permanent damage to your vision. Fortunately, it’s very simple to protect yourself and enjoy
eclipses without fear of damaging your vision.

The drawback of the pinhole projec on method is
that you typically don’t get a very large, sharp image. It is also possible to use a pair of binoculars or a
telescope for safe viewing without the use of a

proper solar ﬁlter. This method is referred to as solar projec on.
Unﬁltered binoculars or a telescope is aimed at the
Sun, and the resul ng image is projected onto a
screen mounted near the eyepiece. This provides a
larger image of the eclipsed sun and several people
can view it at the same me.
However, be sure that no passers-by, especially children, are allowed near the eyepiece of an unﬁltered
telescope. Viewing through an unﬁltered telescope
would cause excrucia ng pain and likely cause permanent damage to one’s eyes.
A safer way to do solar projec on with a telescope is
to construct a Sun Funnel. A telescope eyepiece,
clamped onto the narrow end of a trimmed funnel,
projects an image of the Sun onto a rear projec on
screen mounted at the funnel’s wide end. The eyepiece is safely inside the funnel, so no youngsters
can peer through the telescope.
The most sa sfying method to view an eclipse is the
direct method. This means you look directly at the
Sun, but with proper projec on.
Eclipse Shades are the easiest, cheapest, and most
sa sfying way to directly observe the Sun during a
solar eclipse. The lenses are made of a “black polymer” or silvery Mylar-like material that blocks 100%
of ultraviolet (UV) and infrared light (IR) and
99.999% of the Sun’s visible light. The black polymer
shades give an orange view of the Sun, while the
Mylar shades make the Sun appear bluish-white.
If Eclipse Shades are unavailable, a #14 or darker
(higher number) welding glass is also suitable for

solar viewing. These welding glasses also block the
UV and IR light and transmit only a ny frac on of
the Sun’s visible light. Typical welding glass will
make the Sun appear green.
Some people like to get a close-up look at the acon! Nowadays, numerous op cs manufacturers
produce solar ﬁlters made to ﬁt on the ends of telescopes and binoculars. These ﬁlters reduce the sunlight to safe levels before it enters the observing instrument. Always take care that solar ﬁlters are securely fastened so that they cannot accidentally fall
oﬀ during viewing.
There are some binoculars available that are intended to only look at the Sun. This reduces the slight
risk of a ﬁlter becoming damaged while in use, but
these highly specialized binoculars will serve no other purpose than viewing the Sun.
Viewing the eclipse through a properly ﬁltered telescope can be quite a thrill. The jagged edge of the
Moon will stand-out in stark contrast to the Sun’s
smooth surface. If you’re lucky, maybe you’ll even
see sunspots obscured by the Moon!

Estimating Azimuth & Altitude

Y

ou can es mate the azimuth and al tude of any celes al object if you are familiar with a few
basic guidelines. First, you can es mate angles using your outstretched hands (ﬁsts, ﬁngers, etc.)
Your hand is about 25° from li le ﬁnger p to thumb, ﬁngers spread wide. Your closed ﬁst is about 10°
wide, your three middle ﬁngers are about 5° wide when pressed together, and the p of your li le
ﬁnger is about ½° wide. Start at the horizon and measure upwards.

AZIMUTH represents the cardinal direc on in
which the object can be found. It varies
between 0° and 360°. 0° would be north, 90°
east, 180° south, and 270° west. You may ﬁnd
it is easiest to stand so that North is at your
front, your back, or directly oﬀ either your le
or right shoulder. Once you know in which
direc on the object is located, you need to
know how high in the sky to look for it. That's
where Al tude comes in.
Please note that east and west are reversed on
the diagram shown here. This is the case with
all star maps that will be given to you during
this class.

ALTITUDE ranges from 0° to 90°, and
measures the angle between the horizon, you,
and the object. An object with 0° al tude is
right on the horizon, while an object at 90°
al tude is directly overhead. If you stretch out
your arm and make a ﬁst, then your ﬁst covers
about 10° on your ﬁeld of vision, so if a star is
at 40° al tude, it is about 4 outstretched ﬁsts
above the horizon.
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This map shows the night sky at
the following times:

• Mid-March:
• Mid-April:
• Mid-May:
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This map shows the night sky at
the following times:

• Mid-June:
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This map shows the night sky at
the following times:

• Mid-September:
• Mid-October:
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This map shows the night sky at
the following times:

• Mid-December:
• Mid-January:
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